Wear determination engages a major part of our efforts in considered numerous tribology problems including animal teeth and joints, human joints, cams, piston, rings, tires, brakes, dirt seals, belts, shoes, fabrics, electrical contacts, tape and CD reader 
Cumulative wear values during the micro-bearing operation time
Up to now the practical wear cumulative equations are to be very complicated and not exactly determined [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The designers need a lot useful methods of describe the cumulative wear process for micro bearing during the operation time [5] [6] [7] . However many efforts in this direction are mostly evolutionary rather than revolutionary because desired solutions may include choice of bearing materials, choice of lubricants, choice of contact conditions, choice of the manner of operation of the mechanical systems, etc. [8] [9] [10] . The presented paper shows the new wear cumulative calculation method and new solutions of cumulative abrasive wear values of two cooperating surfaces in micro and nano scale. The functions of cumulative wear results and its limits of two cooperating HDD micro-bearing surfaces during the operation time, will be described by the class of non-homogeneous recurrent first order equation with variable coefficient and variable free term in general [13, 14] . Achievements of presented problem can be possible on the basis of a new obtained AFM measurements of micro-bearing wear during the first period of operation time for various micro-bearing surfaces and for various mechanical system as well various operation mode [3, 11, 12, 15] .
General recurrent implementation for cumulative wear
Equation of cumulative wear process is defined in following recurrent form [14] :
Discrete wear values increases fn+1 in mm 3 . Symbols n, N denote only natural numbers.
First case of wear cumulative process identifications
In this intersection in first case we assume variable dimensionless coefficients An 0, and dimensional free term Bn equal to zero. Hence, we consider the following simple particular case of wear recurrence and cumulative wear equation [13, 14] :
For mentioned assumptions and boundary condition, the recurrent formula (1) has the following particular solution describing the wear values during n-th time unit of operation:
Expanding formula (3) for n=1, 2, ..., N, we obtain the wear values in following particular time units:
Thus from (4) we obtain the wear during infinite time unit in following form:
Cumulative wear after N and after infinite time units has the following form:
288 .
Example 1
Determine the wear cumulative function if variable dimensionless coefficient obtained from experimental measurements has the following form [3, 13, 14] : 
Parameter (7) describes the partial product where differences of variable wear parameter values An between successive time units are decreasing accordingly with harmonic sequence 1/n. By virtue (3), (7), during finite n and infinite steps (n ) we obtain following wear values:
From (8) follows, that that presented wear values sequence is divergent. By virtue (6), (7), the cumulative wear (i.e. sum of wear values) sequence has following form:
Cumulative sum of wear values sequence is divergent.
Second case of wear cumulative process identifications
In this intersection for second case we assume constant dimensionless coefficients An, and variable dimensional free term Bn. Thus we consider the following particular case of wear recurrence and cumulative wear equation [3, 13, 14] : 
In this case the dimensional wear values fn+1 in the next time units step equal to sum Afn+Bn of dimensional wear fn in foregoing step multiplied by constant dimensionless factor A=1/2 plus some linear increasing factor b·n for b dimensional arbitrary constant.
By virtue of (11), (15) 
Third case of wear cumulative process identifications
In this intersection, we assume constant dimensionless coefficients A and constant dimensional free term B in recurrent wear equation. Hence, we consider the following simple particular case of wear recurrence and cumulative wear equation [3, 13, 14] : units, the cumulative sum of wear values is divergent in both abovementioned cases.
Example 3
After first time units, the considered slide friction nod attains wear values W mm 3 . Determine sum of the wear after ten time units if we know that for sliding nod we have following parameters obtained in experimental way: A=0. , B=0. mm . After measurements we obtain wear (during 10 days) after first time unit W=0.1 mm . Determine wear after 100 days i.e. after N=10 time units. Solutions:
Putting the values W, A, B N into the formula (31) we obtain the following dimensional wear value after 10 time units: The cumulative sum of ear values after ten (N-10) time units attains value 0.7111110687 mm 3 .
Conclusions
1. This paper presents the influence of material properties of human joints, slide journal bearing, cams, piston rings, tires, brakes, dirt seals, belts, shoes, fabrics, electrical contacts, tape and CD reader heads, on the values of the wear cumulative process presenting the sum of wear in the succeeding time periods of the operation. 2. The application of the presented theory may be need in the control methods for the determination of cumulative wear values i.e. sum of wear after arbitrary finite and infinite time units of operation. 3. The examples presented in this paper examine the convergences and divergences of the wear cumulative values after finite and infinite time units of operation. 4. The theory presented in this paper indicates the influence of variable coefficients which are determined from the experiments on the cumulative wear values and its convergences speed after many time units of operation.
